
Maigrau
Luca Stand High

Oberfläche

oak smoked

oak natural

Schirmfarbe

grey

white

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Maigrau

protection IP20

Scope of delivery Leuchtmittel/ Bulb

material steel, Textile, wood

cable length 260 cm

dimming sensor dimmer

socket/light fixture E27

switchability on the lead

Power (max. Watt) 150 Watt

Shade diameter 53 cm

Shade height 37 cm

Dimensions H 164 cm

Description

The Maigrau Luca Stand High consists of a three-legged solid oak wooden
frame and a textile lampshade that surrounds the light source. The Luca Stand
High is powered by a 260 cm long supply line with cord dimmer. Maigrau uses
a high-quality dimmer of the latest generation with soft start, silent technology
and memory function. In the dark, this "Made in Germany" dimmer is easy to
find thanks to its discreet orientation light. The rubber cable of this lamp can
be integrated into the wooden frame so that it is not visible from the outside.
This floor lamp has an E27 socket and can be operated with an LED retrofit.
The diffuse, glare-free light is emitted through the textile lampshade, which
ends with a screen at the top. A satinised acrylic glass screen on the underside
of the lampshade ensures glare-free and uniform illumination. The lampshade
of the Maigrau Luca High has a diameter of 53 cm and is 36.5 cm high. The
total height of this floor lamp by the German manufacturer Maigrau is 163.5
cm. The Luca Stand High is available in different surfaces and shade colours:
The lamp shade is offered in white and bronze-grey, the lamp base in the
surfaces natural oak and smoked oak. On request, the lampshade is also
available in felt with an acoustic, sound-absorbing effect.
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